We apply the concept of multicellular development to evolve bodies and controllers of soft-bodied animats, evaluated within simulated physics environment. Growth of an embryo is driven by a neural network-like controller in every cell. We show how, through an evolutionary process, this simple approach produces rich and complex morphologies of animats made of hundreds of cells and exhibiting life-like gaits without centralized control. We discuss design decisions and issues that needed addressing to make evolution of moving bodies possible and investigate how some of these decisions impact quality of obtained solutions. We then show how the system allows us to evolve animats that optimize both for distance and the use of actuating material. Finally, we demonstrate how it can be used to evolve developmentally plastic individuals, whose genomes encode more than one phenotype, each adapted to a different type of environment.
Introduction
The possibility of harnessing evolvability and scalability of biological development in silico has long generated considerable interest in the field of artificial life. The diversity of multicellular forms produced by natural evolution is breathtaking and so is evolution's effectiveness in an endless struggle to tweak and adjust existing forms in response to continuously changing environment. The central role of development has been recognized already at the times Theory of Evolution was originally formulated, while nowadays we also understand that it is owing to the development that structures consisting of trillions of cells can be encoded in genomes of informational content of merely millions of bits. It is thus only natural that the field of evolutionary computation attempts to tap into some of development's potential as a way of overcoming limited scalability of direct genetic encodings (see, e.g., Cheney et al., 2013 , for a recent comparison in the relevant domain).
Historically, artificial development models have been classified into two broad approaches: grammatical and cell chemistry based (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2003 ). The former use high level, algorithmic abstractions of development, while the latter explicitly simulate interactions of larger numbers of independent cells. When it comes to body-controller coevolution of simulated animats, we think it would be fair to say that grammatical approaches (such as used in Sims, 1994; Lipson and Pollack, 2000; Komosinski and Ulatowski, 1999; Pilat et al., 2012) and other high level abstractions of development (such as CPPN based, Cheney et al., 2013; Auerbach and Bongard, 2012) have been immensely successful in producing diverse and life-like animat morphologies, of which many have become staples of the artificial life field. The lower level, fine-grained developmental approaches, where morphology emerges through self assembly, have also met with considerable interest and the capability of such systems to evolve complex shapes or display organized behaviors have been well investigated (see Doursat et al., 2013 , for a recent review). Yet, when it comes to evolving moving animats, cell chemistry approaches did not seem to have met with as much interest (although see Schramm et al., 2011; Joachimczak et al., 2013; Bongard and Pfeifer, 2003; Meng et al., 2011; Kowaliw et al., 2004 , for some notable exceptions). Certainly, a big factor for the limited success of cell chemistry approaches in this domain are their much higher computational costs. After all, ability to define whole body parts algorithmically, e.g., through parameters of geometric primitives, is much more efficient than assembling them from a set of cells, both computationally and from the point of view of reduced search space.
Nonetheless, despite their higher computational costs, we believe that approaches that embody the very ideas of artificial life in the form of self organizing, decentralized assembly deserve further studies and in particular, attempts to scale them from what we would consider a proof of concept level (few dozens of cells) to producing useful and diverse designs consisting of hundreds and thousands of cells.
The core ideas behind the approach presented in this work are not new: it can be considered a generic, cell-chemistry system, with cellular behavior driven by a neural networklike controller in every cell (see, e.g., Roggen and Federici, 2004 for another example), whereas the method for creating elastic animat bodies from multicellular structures has been previously explored by the first author (Joachimczak et al., 2013) . However, since the system employed previously was complex and computationally heavy, scaling it up ALIFE 14: Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.7551/978-0-262-32621-6-ch040 beyond a few dozens of cells or applying to more complex tasks proved difficult. In this work we have thus attempted to refine and distill core ideas into a much simpler system and demonstrate how a relatively straightforward, physics based multicellular development allows to evolve complex and diverse morphologies of virtual animats built of hundreds of cells and exhibiting life-like gaits.
The model
The main computational cost of the approach we used previously to evolve multicellular animats was related to the model of gene regulatory network (GRN) in which product concentrations would change in a continuous manner and which would be encoded in DNA-inspired genomes of arbitrary length. Although such GRNs were demonstrated to be quite evolvable (Nicolau et al., 2010; Cussat-Blanc et al., 2012; Joachimczak and Wróbel, 2010) , frequent network updates and dense topologies resulting from this type of genetic encoding incurred high computational costs. To allow for evolution of more complex animats, we reapproached the problem with a simpler GRN model and refined physics, yet keeping the defining features of fine-grained, artificial development, so that we could use the system to investigate evolution of development in a biologically relevant manner. Hence, the body and the controller of an animat are the product of (i) progressive assembly of a multicellular structure by subsequent cellular divisions; (ii) all cells share a common, GRN-like controller; (iii) yet perform independent decisions based on their local neighborhood and differing activities of their virtual genes. Animats are grown during developmental stage and evaluated during locomotion stage for their capability to produce gaits through expansion and contraction of body regions, a concept that has recently received increasing attention as physical implementations of such robots have become possible (Shepherd et al., 2011; Hiller and Lipson, 2010) .
In the following sections we provide description of the model and design choices, although given short space, limited to the essential aspects of the approach.
Development
Developmental process begins with a single cell and proceeds through subsequent cellular divisions. Cells are controlled by a simple abstraction of artificial GRN in the form of a recurrent neural network in which, to allow for richer regulatory logic, nodes can use different activation functions (from a prespecified set). The behavior of a cell depends both on external signals received by its network and network's temporal state represented as activation of its nodes. Inputs to a cell represent external signals from environment (e.g., morphogens, bias) and outputs are used to interpret actions taken by the cell, such as division, death. We used a signed sigmoid as the default activation function, and limited the range of values on output nodes (even if the function type underwent mutation) to < −1, 1 >.
Physics of development Development takes place in a continuous 2-D space, where cells are represented as discs and undergo elastic collisions simulated with springs that connect them. Cell's physical state is defined by its position, its velocity, and orientation vector which determines the direction of division. Springs connect only the nearest neighbors and are determined dynamically, as the embryo grows. We use Delaunay triangulation to determine the connectivity between cells and then remove links longer than 150% of cell's diameter (to allow for non-convex shapes). The resting length of a spring is equal to the sum of attached cells' radii. As this simple approach can however produce a disjoint structure (e.g., after cells in a central part of an elongated embryo die out), a spring between a pair of nodes is removed only when some other path between these two nodes can be found. Furthermore, having a lesser update cost, the underlying physics of development is iterated at a rate 10 times higher than the networks controlling cell behavior.
Morphogens Morphogen gradients have long been known to play a fundamental role in developmental process and, in particular, in establishing a basic body plan (Carroll et al., 2004) . In the experiments discussed in this paper, we provided cells with direct and indirect positional information. The direct one was in the form of X and Y coordinate directly fed as input to a network. The indirect information would come in the form of virtual maternal morphogens at prespecified positions in the environment. Depending on an experiment, corresponding network inputs would report to a cell either morphogen's concentration (decreasing with distance) or a gradient (direction towards the source of this morphogen). Additionally, to allow for a simple form of cell to cell communication, cells have 2 "morphogen" outputs, whose activations are accessible to their cellular neighbors. Through a 2 corresponding inputs, each cell has access to an averaged value of activation of these outputs in its neighbors.
Cell division and death Whenever cell division occurs, a newly created cell receives a copy of original cell's network, including its state, that is current node activations. From then, any change in the patterns of network activities is the result of symmetry being broken owing to the differences in external signals perceived by each of the cells. Division and death (apoptosis) occur when the activation level of the network's node associated with respective function is found to be above a fixed threshold (0.8). The newly created cell is placed next to the original cell, in the direction determined by orientation vector of the original cell. Its angle is determined by the state of the associated output node at the time of division. As the mechanism controlling orientation and timing of cell division has a major influence on the range of morphologies that can be achieved through development, we discuss two approaches we investigated in the results section. Figure 1: Example snapshots from development of 2 embryos (blue cells) evolved to produce cross shape, overlaid on the target to which embryos would be compared during evaluation (gray). (a) the system allowed for unconstrained cellular divisions whenever an associated output crossed a threshold, the final shape is a result of repeated subtractive process: apoptosis removing excess cells; (b) cell divisions were constrained to non occupied space, evolved shape is a result of an additive assembly. Brightly colored cells have their division signal above the threshold.
Termination of development To prevent trivial scenario in which cells divide in an uncontrolled manner until hard limit of embryo size is reached, we required development to self terminate by stopping both cellular divisions and deaths during last n steps of developmental stage. During evolution, individuals that would not fulfill this criterion would be penalized by having their fitness values divided by a penalty constant. Additionally, we added a limit on the total number of cells that can be created during development of an embryo to be no larger than 4 times the maximum of cells allowed at a time. We did so to limit the occurrence of rather unrealistic solutions we initially observed in which, despite the shape being stable, cells would be indefinitely created and destroyed.
Soft-bodied animat model
The morphology of an embryo in the final developmental step is used as a template for a soft-bodied animat that is then evaluated for its capability to produce gaits. The animat is represented in the physics engine as another springmass system, with point masses located at cell centers and springs forming a triangular mesh. Springs are assigned default resting lengths based on distances between cell centers at the end of developmental stage. Additionally, each triangular region has an equilibrium pressure (also determined at the end of development) and resists excessive compression or stretching. Two examples of transformation from a developed embryo into a soft-bodied animat can be seen in Fig. 4 .
Finally, we chose to address a class of solutions that could emerge through developmental process that would be difficult to interpret physically and costly to simulate because of their requirement of increased accuracy to maintain stable behavior, namely solutions in which some of the body regions would have zero thickness. This could happen when a single line of cells would grow out from the main body during development, in which case it would be represented as a chain of point masses attached to the animat. We addressed this scenario by iteratively removing such cells at the end of developmental stage. A related case occurred if two larger body regions were found to be connected through a single cell or a chain of cells (a simplest example of such an individual would be 2 triangles sharing one vertex). We assigned the fitness value of 0 to such animats.
To avoid self penetration of animat bodies, masses representing cells would undergo elastic collisions with springs. Movement during locomotion stage was simulated using a custom soft-body engine built on top of Bullet Physics library. As physics simulation is the most time consuming part of individual's evaluation, we found it highly beneficial to employ a dynamic length of simulation step dt, which would have a larger default value but would decrease on demand, when high accelerations or node-spring collisions were detected.
Locomotion Control is achieved in a distributed manner: each cell independently controls the lengths of its attached springs. After development is finished and locomotion stage begins, network controllers in cells simply continue to function and communicate through morphogens as they did, however, their division/death outputs are now ignored, and the output responsible for actuation can increase or reduce resting lengths of springs attached to a given cell. The resting length of a spring is modified according to the activation of outputs in the two cells attached to the spring and equal to L = (1 + A max (s 1 + s 2 ))L 0 , where A max is a global parameter representing the maximum amplitude of change from one cell (A max = 0.15) and s 1 and s 2 are corresponding activations of each cell's actuation output. Just as during the developmental stage, for performance reasons, the frequency of updates of networks in cells continues to be an order of magnitude lower than that of the underlying physics. To avoid jerky movements that would result from potentially sudden changes in the resting lengths of springs after each network update, we modify the resting lengths progressively, in between subsequent network updates.
Genetic encoding and genetic algorithm
To encode and evolve networks controlling animats' cells we employed NEAT (neuroevolution of augmenting topologies Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) , which can be considered one of the state of the art methods of evolving artificial neural networks. In the NEAT method, genomes are represented as a list of nodes with their associated type (in- put, output, hidden), activation function (we allowed for sigmoidal, gaussian, step, linear, sine and abs functions) and a list of connections. The NEAT algorithm keeps track of innovations history and uses it to perform crossover between genomes. It also uses fitness sharing approach with the goal of preserving diversity and protecting new solutions before they have to compete with the rest of the population. We used population sizes of 300 and runs of 2000 generations (body-controller coevolution) or 10 000 generations (evolution of desired shapes). Initial population was created as a fully connected feed-forward network with a hidden layer and random weights.
Results
To verify the ability of the proposed approach to evolve structures made of hundreds of cells, we chose to first attempt evolving embryos that would be required to develop into a simple shape (such as a disc or a cross), using a fitness function that would reward similarity of the obtained morphology to the target shape. This allowed us to gain initial insight into how evolutionary process shapes development and to adjust physical constants so that development proceeds in a stable manner. Only then we have attempted coevolving morphologies and controllers for locomoting animats.
Evolving desired morphologies
To evolve embryos with desired shapes, we discretized target shapes into pixels and used a straightforward fitness function defined as f = i−o c , where c was the count of pixels that a shape consisted of, i the count of the shape's pixels that were covered by the embryo at the end of developmental process and o was the count of pixels occupied by cells outside the target shape.
In our first attempt, similarly to the previous works (Joachimczak and Wróbel, 2012) , we allowed cells to simply divide whenever activation of the output associated with division crossed a threshold. Although we were able to obtain highly fit individuals for simple target shapes such as an ellipsoid or a cross, analysis of their developmental process revealed that it was rather simplistic: cells would tend to divide in synchrony at the maximum allowed frequency, with their orientation vectors hardly showing any organization or relevance to the target shape. Rather than a product of organized growth towards a desired shape, a good match of morphology to the target shape was found to be simply the result of apoptosis trimming excess cells after growth (Fig. 1a) . As the developmental process in which there is little or no differentiation between cellular behavior did not seem as a good starting point for evolving complex animats, we pursued other approaches that could facilitate cells taking control over timing and directionality of their divisions. Ultimately, we have introduced a simple modification to the division process: a cell would not divide in the direction that was already occupied by another cell (it could however divide if there was a small amount of space available, the physics would push obstructing cells to the sides). Assembling an embryo of a shape other than line of cells would now require active control over the direction and timing of cell division, thus enforcing emergence of differentiation in cellular behavior already at the very beginning of evolution. Another useful property of this mode of division is that due to the fact that nearby cells receive largely similar external signals, cells tend to grow off the main body in groups sharing similar orientation vectors, facilitating creation of animat's protrusions. Shapes obtained in this manner had on average similar quality compared to the unconstrained approach (when using cross target shape, of the 20 runs, 10 would produce a 4-armed shape, while remaining ones would result in 3-or 2-armed shapes), yet the developmental process would rely on a clearly more organized, progressive growth (Fig. 1b) .
To quantitatively investigate the difference between the two approaches, we compared quality of solutions obtained in repeated evolutionary runs using both methods. Surprisingly, the most fit individuals of all the runs were obtained using unconstrained divisions, although the median quality of these solutions was found to be lower (Fig. 2, red and blue curves). Since we hypothesized that the main reason unconstrained divisions can produce high fitness solutions is the ability to selectively remove cells at the end of development, we have performed the same comparison rerunning evolution with apoptosis disabled. High quality solutions with unconstrained development became entirely absent, and the medians of fitness distributions of best individuals at the end of runs were clearly different and in favor of constrained development (p < 3.01 −9 , Wilcoxon two-tailed rank test; green and violet curves in Fig. 2 ). We interpret it as a confirmation that allowing for unconstrained divisions and apoptosis makes evolution focus its search on high quality yet trivial and unlikely evolvable solutions, in which the activation of the output responsible for apoptosis is simply a direct function of cell's spatial location.
To see however if this observation carries from the evolution of directly specified morphologies to the evolution of soft-bodied animats, we have later performed an analogous set of experiments on the latter problem. The results do exhibit similar pattern (Fig. 3) . Although when apoptosis was enabled, the observed higher median quality of solutions obtained in experiments using constrained division was not confirmed to be significantly different from unconstrained division (p = 0.09), the difference was significant when apoptosis was disabled (p < 9.63 −4 ). Furthermore, visual analysis of individuals obtained with unconstrained cellular divisions also suggests that even with apoptosis enabled, their shapes would tend to be simpler and more convex. This also explains why this mode of division produces higher fitness individuals during the first few hundreds generations: before the constrained developmental process evolves enough control over cellular divisions to produce useful morphologies, unconstrained development has already discovered many largely circular morphologies that can move. Yet, this bias for convexity makes it harder to discover more complex solutions later on.
All animats in the experiments discussed later in the paper were therefore evolved using constrained cellular divisions.
Evolving soft-bodied animats
We evolved individuals for their ability to produce gaits in a 2 dimensional environment with gravity, with fitness function corresponding to the distance traveled during the length of the locomotion stage. Evaluation would proceed by first developing an embryo during developmental stage, converting it to a soft-bodied animat and simulating its behavior during locomotion stage. Coevolving controllers with unconstrained morphologies posed however a set of additional challenges that needed to be addressed, so that the genetic algorithm would avoid certain local minima. Figure 4 : Examples of two developmental processes leading to creation of the animats seen in Fig. 5ab . The last frame of each sequence shows morphology after the embryo is converted into a soft-bodied animat. Figure videos: http://youtu.be/Q6XXohgPP4A, http://youtu.be/1c-V-ttMIZI Fitness function In particular, the most straightforward approach of calculating displacement of individual's center of mass during locomotion stage was found to not work well and to be very deceptive for evolutionary search. The prime cause of that was the fact that physical environment of the locomotion phase differs from the developmental phase by the presence of gravity. Enabling gravity at the beginning of simulation thus causes animat to first compress under its own weight. If displacement of the center of mass was used as a fitness function, evolution was found to quickly exploit this by focusing evolutionary search on vertically elongated structures that collapse and produce horizontal displacement by bouncing of the ground in often spectacular, yet not particularly useful ways: clearly, it is easier to discover genomes that produce elongated, vertical morphologies than individuals that can coordinate their actuation well enough to produce some movement. An obvious solution of giving an animat a certain fixed time to equilibrate did not entirely solve the problem either, as the genetic algorithm turned out to be very successful in discovering vertical structures that can balance themselves for even long periods of time and start collapsing exactly after this fixed period of time. In the end, we addressed this problem twofold. Firstly, we enabled drag, proportional to the speed squared, to act on the nodes during equilibrating. This largely eliminated exploitation of physics with tall animats that reach very high speeds and forces when collapsing under gravity. Secondly, we would start actual evaluation of the motion only after the center of mass was determined to be immovable (within a precision of a set threshold) for a certain number of steps.
Guiding the exploration of the search space towards individuals capable of any locomotion was yet another problem that required special attention. As we wanted to avoid introducing bias on the search by using handcrafted seed individual, we attempted to start evolutionary process with simple randomized genomes. A random network is not however guaranteed to make the first cell divide at all, and even if it does so, the resulting morphology is not likely to display any actuation. This essentially means that an individual that does not even start divisions and a potentially promising morphology with pronounced appendages, but incapable of To help search algorithm differentiate between these two cases, we have introduced these simple measures: genomes that would produce a valid multicellular embryo that terminates its development would receive a base fitness of 0.1. On top of that, a small reward (up to 0.1) would be added if the outputs controlling the resting length of springs would change their value during evaluation, proportionally to the amount of actuation. Only then, the reward corresponding to the actual displacement of animat's center of mass would be added on top of these basic rewards. This allowed to focus evolutionary search on individuals potentially capable of movement early on.
Evolved animats Having addressed the above issues, we found the system to produce surprisingly rich and efficient morphologies with relative ease, with almost all runs resulting in animats exhibiting gaits. A few examples of more interesting individuals are shown in Fig. 5 and the quality of their gaits can perhaps be best judged through the supplementary videos linked from the figure. Observed morphologies include clearly "2-legged" creatures ( Fig. 5abc) as well as "1-legged" jumpers ( Fig. 5d ) or creatures with a "tail" (Fig. 5bf) . Occasionally, circular, rolling individuals were also observed (albeit not shown here). Most importantly, it was common for the animats to evolve some forms of appendages to support their body and, in difference from our previous work, appendages were not limited to a single cell or a few cells, but were clearly pronounced structures growing out of the main body and sometimes consisting of dozens of cells. Developmental process was also observed to be much more sophisticated than in our previous work, with differential growth rates in different body regions and occasional use of apoptosis (two examples of self assembling embryos are shown in Fig. 4) . Patterns of cellular actuation would also often be differentiated spatially along the body, making cells contract and expand in a non trivially organized manner (e.g., Fig. 5d ). The animats shown in Fig. 5abcd were evolved with a 256 cells limit and were found to grow up to the higher end of allowed sizes. We expected this, given there was no cost of actuation and the fitness was an absolute measure of distance (i.e., not in relation to the body size), putting small individuals at disadvantage. We have also attempted evolving animats with a 1024 cell limit and have observed some larger solutions (Fig. 5ef) , though the animats would often struggle to actuate under their increased weight and decrease in size as the evolution progressed, an issue we think is not so much a limitation of the system's scalability but rather requires readjusting physical constants that control the elasticities of springs and the amplitude of actuation.
Optimizing for material use Energy efficient gaits of biological animals are not only the result of work performed by actuators (muscles), but also body's ability to effectively convert kinetic energy into potential and elastic energy and vice versa, leading to motion patterns strikingly different from movements typically associated with robots, where movement is driven by actuators setting, e.g., precise angles of every joint. Creating animats out of elastic, compressible materials offers rich opportunities to invent efficient motion patterns that rely on converting kinetic energy into elastic energy and vice versa (as also recently explored in Cheney et al., 2013) . As a trivial modification of the system we allowed one of the outputs to specify whether a cell is passive (activation < 0) or capable of actuation (activation >= 0). We have then modified the fitness function, so that it promotes reduced number of actuating cells. As a reward for reducing the use of actuators, the fitness component previously calculated directly based on the displacement of the center of mass, could now be increased up to twofold (though the maximum reward would only happen if a single cell was used for actuation). From the single preliminary experiment we performed, 5 of the 10 evolutionary runs resulted in animats that reduced their use of actuating material and relied on the elasticity of the rest of the body to produce motion patterns. Examples of their morphologies are shown in Fig. 6 .
Evolution of developmentally plastic animats One of the main reasons behind the creation of a system that explicitly simulates multicellular development to evolve ani- mat morphologies is to further our understanding of the relationship between development and evolution, by performing relevant evolutionary experiments in silico. In particular, we are interested in investigating the plasticity of animal development, both on the evolutionary level and of a single individual. The latter phenomenon, developmental plasticity, is understood as the capability of developmental process to take a different course and produce different phenotypes, each fine-tuned to a different state of environment they expect to find themselves (known as morphs, see e.g., Gilbert and Epel, 2008 for examples).
As a preliminary evaluation of the capability of the presented system to produce developmentally plastic animats, we have introduced a new type of external signal and a second type of environment, in which horizontal surface is replaced with a slope. Each individual was then evaluated twice, once in each of the environments. Whether an individual would be evaluated on a sloped or on a horizontal surface was then signaled by a value of 1 or 0 of the external signal, from the beginning of the developmental process. The fitness of every individual was then calculated as a square root of the product of fitnesses obtained in the two scenarios. The component fitness was calculated as in previously described experiments, with the exception that only animats moving right would receive a non zero fitness (as otherwise they would be rewarded for rolling down the slope). Although we were able to obtain some developmentally plastic animats which would produce 2 different phenotypes for each of the two environments, starting the evolutionary process became much more difficult, as finding individuals capable of moving up the slope even slightly without having previously invented some gait, was unlikely. Most of individuals in the early generations, even if capable of some minimal displacement on a flat surface, on a slope would simply collapse to a side, resulting in no displacement reward assigned and effectively random exploration of the genome space. Better results were obtained when we modified the fitness function so that individuals were first evolved to produce a gait on a horizontal surface, and then, since generation 500 until generation 2000, we progressively increased the angle of the slope until its target value. Fig. 7 shows an example of 2 individuals (their two morphs) obtained in this way. Conclusions and future work
In this work we have investigated the feasibility of applying fine-grained multicellular development to coevolve morphologies and controllers of virtual robots whose bodies consist of hundreds rather than dozens of independent components, i.e. cells. We did so by attempting to scale up the ideas introduced in our prior work, which however required us to reapproach the problem to facilitate growth of more complex structures. Ultimately, this allowed us to find out that a relatively simple developmental system employing neural networks as cell controllers, coupled with an improved approach to cellular division and simulated softbodied physics is all that is needed to enable evolution of much more complex and diverse forms. We see the richness of morphologies and gaits that emerged in our experiments as an example of still largely untapped potential of multicellular development in the domain of morphology-controller coevolution. Naturally, when it comes to simply designing a robot, employing higher level abstractions of development, where components can be defined by geometric primitives instead of having to be assembled through a coordinated action of dozens of cells, would outperform our approach when it comes to computational complexity, especially if 3 dimensions were to be considered. Nonetheless, since this is not how the most evolvable system known so far, i.e., biological development works, we are willing to argue for the importance of pursuing evolvable cell-level abstractions of development, as a way to advance our understanding of development and its evolution. We thus plan to investigate further what aspects of the system facilitate evolvability and, in particular, lead to emergence of genotype-phenotype mappings in which relatively small changes in the genomes can lead to organized high level changes, such as enlargement or cloning of a whole body structure (see Doursat, 2009 for an example of such a system).
Finally, having shown the capability of the system to evolve developmentally plastic animats, we plan to investigate this aspect of development further, by analyzing how a single genotype-phenotype mapping diverges into two or more phenotypes (morphs) (see e.g., Palmer, 2012 , for a recent discussion of the postulated hypotheses). Another form of developmental plasticity that can be explored with this system is the capability of producing metamorphic individuals which, when triggered, can convert one phenotype into another, a phenomenon displayed by a wide variety of organisms that undergo staged life cycles in different environments (e.g., amphibians). From an engineering point of view, such artificial systems could be seen as a variant of evolutionary design, where instead of evolving single solution to the posed problem, genomes are evolved to encode a group or a continuum of solutions, each best adapted to a different variation of a given problem.
